AbstractStack simulation is a powerful cache analysis approach to generate the number of misses and write backs for various cache configurations in a single run. Unfortunately, none of the previous work on stack simulation has efficient stack algorithm for virtual address caches with real tags (VIR-type caches). In this paper, we devise an efficient stack simulation algorithm for analyzing VIR-type caches. Using markers with a valid range for synonym lines, our algorithm is able to keep track of stack distances for different cache configurations. In addition to cache miss ratios and write back ratios, our approach generates pseudonym frequency for all cache configurations under investigation.
the number of groups used is equal to 2°Rtn(tx.
L!
The time complexity of this algorithm is OCNlgN) because:
Step 1 needs O(N1gN) time;
Step 2 is a linear time labeling, and needs O(lg2N) time; Steps 3 and 4 need O(n) = O(lgN) to compute the group number for each row, and there are N rows. This time complexity is optimal when k = O(n) because there are kN = O(nN) = O(N1gN) binary variables to be assigned (assume each bit in a variable column needs a unit of time to assign a value). When k = o(n). this time complexity could be considered as optimal also if we consider setting SEs as a part of the whole process of routing, since there are O(N1gN) SEs to be set. In summary, we have the following main result. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown an O(N1gN) algorithm which realizes any BPC permutation on a k-Omega Network (0 I k I n -1) with a minimum number of passes. Many extensions of this result are possible. It is not difficult to define the equivalence between a k-Omega and other k-extra-stage Multistage Cube-Type Networks (k-EMCTNs) which will be discussed in a separate paper and hence will extend the result to other k-EMCTNs. The extension of this result to the LC (Linear Complement) class has been done [18] . In addition, a possible extension of this result to an even larger class using the techniques introduced in [ 171 is also being studied.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mattson and his colleagues [7] proposed an efficient trace-driven simulation method for storage hierarchies. Their approach, called Stuck Algorithm, uses a common stack to store references and allows miss ratios for all cache sizes to be computed in a single pass over the reference trace. Traiger and Slutz [ 1 11 extended the stack algorithm to compute miss ratios for variable line sizes and variable associativity in a single pass.
Stack algorithm works as long as the replacement policy, such as the LRU replacement policy, guarantees the inclusion property, Le., the contents of any size cache is a superset of those in a smaller cache. For fully-associative caches, the references at any time can be represented as a stack, with the upper d elements of the stack representing the lines present in a cache with d blocks (cache lines). For a reference which is in the stack with stack distance d from the top of the stack (where the stack distance is one), all caches with d blocks or more would have a hit.
Since the stack distances of a line may be different for setassociative cache configurations, the stack algorithm provides a way to keep track of stack distances of cache lines using a vector of RightMatched counters, RM(i). For caches with up to 2" sets (or congru- [12] C,S, Raghavendra and A, Vma, "Fault-tolerant mu~tiprocessors with Int'l Computer and 'Onf', Chicago, September 1992' yorktown Heights, NY 10.j98; e-mail cwu~watson,,bm~com, 0018-9340/95$04.00 0 1995 IEEE ence classes) and set-associativity up to S, the common stack is searched for each reference until it is found or the end of the stack is reached. During the search each element in the stack is compared with the reference tag, and the right-matched counter RM(i), 0 I i 5 U, is used to record the number of elements in the stack with exactly i right-matched bits. If an element in the stack has more than U right-matched bits when comparing to the reference, RM(W is incremented. If the reference is found in the stack, it is moved to the top of the stack, otherwise a new stack element is created at the top of the stack using the reference. If an element Y is ahead of X in a 2"-set cache, it will also be found ahead of X in a ?'-set cache, 0 I i < n.
Since a tag is the most significant part of the reference address, elements in the stack with exactly n right-matched bits would be found in the same set in a 2'-set cache, i I n. If the current reference X is found in the stack, the distance counters RM(i), 0 I i I U , have been incremented for all elements ahead of the line. Therefore, the stack distance of X in a 2"-set cache is one plus the number of elements ahead of X with at least n right-matched bits, i s . , 
i=l Multiple stacks instead of just one common stack could be used to improve the efficiency of the stack algorithm. For instance, if the configurations under investigation are caches with 2L to 2' sets, where 0 I L 5 U , we can use 2L stacks during the simulation.
There have been a number of papers in the literature dealing with efficient trace-driven cache simulation based on the stack algorithm. Gecsei [2] showed how the stack algorithm could be generalized to multiple levels with different block sizes for LRU and related replacement policies. Hill and Smith [3], [4] generalized the algorithm to an arbitrary number of congruence classes instead of being a power of two. Thompson and Smith [IO] proposed an efficient stack algorithm to obtain the number of write backs as well as the number of misses for fully-associative caches by attaching a dirty level to each element in the stack. 
,=I
The stack algorithm described above is a powerful trace-driven simulation approach to get the write back ratios and miss ratios, but only for real address caches with real tags, such as those in VAX 11/780 [I], IBM 3033 [5] , and MIPS R3000 [9] . Unfortunately, none of the previous work in one-pass cache simulation has discussed approaches for virtual address caches with real tags, such as those in IBM 3090 [12] , HP Precision Architecture [6] , and MIPS R4000 [8] . Detailed discussions on cache types can be found in [14] .
STACK DISTANCES FOR VR-TYPE CACHES
For a system with page size 2" bytes and cache line size 2' bytes, we are interested in VIR-type caches with 2L to 2" sets (for simplicity, a power of two), where 0 I L I U , L + R I P , and setassociativity from 1 (direct-mapped) to S. The requirement L + H I P is by no means a limitation, since one can always choose L = 0 to get performance measurement for fully-associative caches.
Given a trace in which each reference includes a pair of virtual and real addresses, we use stacks in which each element has both virtual and real tags, represented by a pair ( V i , Ri). A tag associated with a stack element is an address with its byte index removed. Since we use L stacks, the L least significant bits of the virtual tag are used to select its corresponding stack. ' and there are only L stacks. This guarantees that a synonym line, if it exists, will be found in the stack regardless of which virtual address is used. In such a case the number of right-matched bits b between V X and VF determines if a pseudonym would be found for a given cache configuration. For a 2"-set cache, where n 2 h, there would be no pseudonym because it is merely an alias.
We use a pseudonym counter PC(n, 6 ) to record the number of instances in which RX = RF, VX # VF, and stack distance d(n) = d using VF. Note that the stack distance d(n) is obtained using the previously used virtual address VF instead of the current virtual address VX. After all references are processed, the number of pseudonyms for a 2"-set s-way cache is given by zero dirty level indicates how far the dirty line has been pushed into the stack. When a missed line is brought into a stack, the elements of its dirty level vector are initialized to zeros if it is a read miss, or to ones if it is a write miss. The dirty levels of a clean line remain zero until the line is written, in such case the line is brought to the top of the stack and its dirty levels are updated to ones.
For a reference X (either read or write) with dirty level DL(n) I 1 and stack distance d(n), its dirty level for a Y-set cache is given by DL(n) = mnx(d(n), DL(n)). That is, its dirty level DL(n) is increased to its current stack distance d(n) for a ?"-set cache if d(n) > DL(n), otherwise DL(n) remains unchanged. An array of write-avoided counters WA(n, s), where L < n I U and 1 I J 5 S, is used to record the number of writes which have DL(n) = s. For a write access with DL(n) = s, a 2"-set cache having a set-associativity s or larger would have the dirty line, therefore the write-avoided counter WA(n, s) is
,=I When a synonym is detected (VX # VF) with h right-matched bits and the stack distance d(ri) (using the original virtual tag VF), it is a pseudonym in a ?"-set s-way cache, where b < n I U and s t d ( n ) . It is not a pseudonym in a ?"-set cache where L I n I 17, because the same set would be selected using either VX or VF. If a marker is inserted at which the synonym line is found in the stack, it should not be observed by these caches. In other words, an observed marker is a pseudonym hole. Thus, a marker needs both the old virtual tag and a valid range, which is used to determine if there is a hole for a given cache. The valid range of a marker is represented by a pair of integers, (rmnlin, "nix), indicating that the hole exists in a 2"-set cache, where rmmin c n I rmmax, given large enough setassociativity. When a marker is created due to synonym, rmrnin is set to the number of right-matched bits between VX and VF, and r m m is set to (1. Note that rmniin + B 2 P, because the page offset in a virtual address is the same as that in its real address.
For a cache which does have the hole, a reference would not observe the hole if the hole and the line are in different sets. When a marker with a valid range (rmmin, rmmax) is encountered during a stack search with b right-matched bits, rtnn~in < b I rtnniax, the newly accessed line would not observe the marker in a 2"-set cache, where b < n < rmman. In other words, a marker is observed by a reference only in a 2"-set cache, where nnnziri < n I miti(b, rmmax). PROOF. There are two cases for a cache with 2" sets:
Case I : For L 2 n I P -B, there would be no pseudonyms in the cache, i.e., (1) is correct.
Case 2: For P -B < n I (1, the number of holes ahead of the line is given in Lemma 1. Therefore its stack distance is the sum of the number of holes and its stack distance without considering holes.1 Fig. 1 shows the stack distances of a reference in caches with different numbers of sets (2 I n I 5 ) . A pair of valid range is associated with each marker. For simplicity we show only virtual tags in Fig. 1 . Assuming the reference finds a perfect match with stack element 01 11 lxx in the stack, there are two elements and two markers (indicated by M) ahead of the line in Fig. 1 . In caches with four sets (n = 2), the reference would have stack distance
because there would be no pseudonyms. In caches with more sets the stack would split into multiple sets with the same or less number of elements ahead of the line. In caches with eight sets the two elements originally ahead of the line are still ahead of it. Since both markers and their corresponding elements are in the same set, no holes are observed. Thus, we have d ( 3 ) = 3. In caches with 16 sets the stack in Fig. 1 would split into four sets, with one element and one hole (from the first marker) ahead of the line. The stack distance of the line remains unchanged, although the number of elements ahead of the line decreases from two to one. In caches with 32 sets (n = 5 ) the stack would split into eight sets, and the reference would have only one hole (from the second marker) ahead of it in the same set. Thus, d(5) = 2.
MARKER HANDLING DURING A STACK SEARCH
When a newly accessed element observes a marker with b rightmatched bits, rmmin < min(b, rtnnrux), it may fill up the hole and leave a hole at its own location. If the marker is the first marker encountered in the stack, the hole jumps to the location of the newly accessed line in a 2"-set cache, where nnniin < n I min(b, rmmar), given large enough set-associativity. On the other hand, the hole remains at its location in a 2"-set cache, where b < n < rmnulx, because the newly accessed line and the hole are in different sets. In other words, a marker may split into multiple markers with disjoint valid ranges, depending on its observed range for the reference.
Given a cache configuration, the first hole observed by the reference is filled while other observed holes remain unfilled and observable. When a marker is observed and filled in all caches which have the hole, the marker is moved to the location of the newly accessed line. If the newly accessed line is not found in the stack, the marker is then deleted.
Since a reference may or may not fill a hole, a Boolean variable is required during the search of a stack to indicate if it has filled a hole for a given cache. Therefore, we use a Boolean vector FILL(i), P -B + 1 I i I U, which are initialized to all Os (false) for each reference. FILL(n) = I indicates that the current reference has filled a hole in a 2"-set cache. When a marker is observed by a reference, the observed range (nnniin, min(b, rmmax)) is checked against the Boolean vector to determine if the hole could be filled for a given cache. Fig. 2 shows an example of such marker handling. If C = $, the marker is then deleted from the stack. At line 9, split markers are added to the split marker list for each maximum disjoint region in M. The list is eventually added to the stack at the location of the newly accessed line, or discarded if the line is not found in the stack. The stack searching routine has to be implemented to suit our needs in a way that marker updates won't be brought into effect immediately. When a synonym is detected, the stack distances of the line should be calculated using the old virtual tag VF, but the hole fillings should be done using the new virtual tag VX. Therefore, both RM(i), L I il U , and RMM(j, k), P -B 5 j < U and P -B < k 5 U , should be re-calculated. Since we don't know for sure if a synonym would be detected for the current reference when a marker is encountered, marker updates should not be carried into effect immediately, otherwise it would be difficult to re-calculate RM(i) and RMM(j, k) using VF. A simple programming technique for this is to distinguish updated markers from unchanged ones, and keep marker valid range intact when searching the stack for the current reference.
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IV. HOLES FILLED BY PSEUDONYM LINES
A pseudonym results in moving the line from one set to another, leaving a hole in the original set. In addition, a hole may be filled up in the new set. It looks like a miss line brought into the new set, filling the first encountered hole on its way. Consequently, when a synonym line is found in a stack, a marker below the line in the stack may have its hole filled. Fig. 4 shows the stack search routine to be used when a synonym line is encountered. The number of right-matched bits b between VX and V F indicates that a hole exists in a 2"-set cache, where b < n 5 U.
For markers ahead of the synonym line, we need to fill holes using the new virtual tag VX until no more holes could be filled. If there are still holes to be filled when the synonym line is reached, Le., if there exists a FILL(;) = 0, b < i 5 U, the search for markers below the synonym line has to continue. Search routine B inherits the vector FILL(i), P -B < i I U, from search routine A. The original virtual tag VF is used to recalculate RM(i) and RMMG, k) during the search for later producing stack distances. Therefore, the element histogram RM(i) and the hole histogram RMM(j, k) have to be reset before the routine is used. The new virtual tag VX has been used in search routine A to fill holes for markers ahead of the line. We continue hole fillings for markers below the synonym line in routine B, however, holes could be filled only in a 2"-set cache, where b < n I U , provided that the unfilled range E -F allows such filling.
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IF (rmsyn < U)
3.
FILL(i)
There would be no pseudonym for any cache under investigation if b 2 U , therefore no need to regenerate the element and hole histograms. If b < U, we set FILL(i) = 1 for P -B < i I b to prevent holes from being filled in the range of (P -B, b) below the synonym line. The variablejifillupto is used to keep track af how far the FILL vector has changed its binary variables to 1 by the current reference. When the synonym line has been reached and,fillupto is U , there is no need to continue the search. Similar to search routine A, a marker is split for each maximum disjoint region in (V -G) u (V n F), and FZLL(i) is set to 1 for all i, i E G n (E -F). Note that no split marker needs to be added to the split marker list for markers below the synonym line, because it has the equivalent effect of filling a hole when the reference is not found in the stack. <= i <= U
V. A COMPLETE NEW ALGORITHM
.
7 .
IF found /* (VF. RF) with RX = RF */ THEN I
IF (VX ! = VF) TEEU I
10.
11.
M ( i ) = 0 f a r a l l i , L <= i <= U
12.
13.
14.
RllH(j. k) = 0. P-B <= j < U and P-B < k <= U later producing h(n).
30.
31.
32.
33.
Gather s t a t i s t i c
A split marker list is accumulated during the search, as described in search routine A, until the line is found or the end of stack (EOS) is reached. If the line is not found in the stack, both the element and hole histograms are not used, and the split marker list is discarded. The line is then brought in at the top of the stack, and its dirty levels are set to 1 if the request is a write, otherwise they are set to 0.
If the line is in the stack, we check for synonyms by comparing VX with the virtual tag VF. If VX f VF, both histograms RM(i) and RMMU, k ) are recalculated using the old virtual tag VF for each element and marker ahead of the synonym line, for later producing stack distances. We then continue the search for markers below the synonym line to see if any more holes could be filled. Since we distinguish a pseudonym from a miss, both the distance counter DC (i, d(i) ) and the pseudonym counter PC(i. d(i)) may be incremented. The split marker list is eventually added into the stack where the line was found, and a new marker (b. 0) with the old virtual tag VF is created. We bring marker modifications into effect after all necessary steps are done. At the end of the algorithm we gather statistics using (2) . (3), and (4).
VI. SUMMARY
Stack simulation is a powerful tool for cache analysis. In this paper, we devised an efficient stack algorithm to generate the number of misses, write backs, and pseudonyms for VIR-type caches. Using markers with a valid range, our approach is able to keep track of stack distances of each reference, thus generating performance results for various cache configurations in a single run.
